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Alien sUirsbips are being tested at l)'>m'aximutd~::.s~~ri~iij:*f.~y~t6ffl..He"tVer'imMfrbecame so perturbed over what he had 
government base in Nevada, says Dr Bob Lazar, a top scientist. witnessedthat hebrokesecurity amdcontactedagroup ofprominent 
Between May and August 1989, DrLazar made several broadcasts citizens in Las Vegas, informing them that a test was scheduled for 
stating that he was a physicist with higher degrees from MIT who a particular night, inviting them to film it from outside the base. 
had been recruited to work on an above ltop-sc.cret project in Area This they did, but unfortunately the viewing party was detected by 
51, a government base at Groom Lake, 125 mUes north of Lao; asecurity patrol. Anonymous death threats were made against both 
Vegas, where he underwent a highly intimidating security check, him and his wife, and shots were frred into his car on a freeway. 
before being given a series of no less than 121 briefings to Realising he was in dangeroflosing his life, DrLazar went public, 
enable him to understand what he was Ito work on. invitingaJapanese TV station to send a team over to fIlm 
Dr Lazar stated that after obtaining another te.sting of the disc. Whilst being 
his dearance he was adamant that he is telling the truth, 
assigned to backengineer :;~~r<:~:?~:>:' :. .~_ Dr Lazar has passed several lie-
an anti-matter generator .A~~'T~' detector tests, been testedcr' 
operated by an e~ement .~:~~~:!;~~ . psychologically and finally 
numbered 115 10 the .:~1!..~~. pronounced normal and 
periodic table. He was "'::..);~*~'., ' " subjected to hypnosis. 
flabbergasted, since such . ; :.~::>:~~,;  .: ,. , Extensive imestigation 
an element does not exist on .' '. :.: :"-::,;;,:,,:,'~j1.: ' has so far failed to shake 
Earth, where we have progressed ':""::.;:: ~'~J."~'" his astonishing story. 
no further than element 106. These He insists that neither 
heavy element') are extremely expensive to element 115 nor the anti-matter 
prodnce, even a few micrograms of them requiring a. generator could possibly have been 
tremendous expenditure of time and energy. They also have very produced on this planet And the seating in tbe discs, he says, 
shorthalf-lives, ofmere nanoseconds. However,plilysicistsspeculate was not large enough for the average human adult. 
that up around element 113 tile elements begin to stabilise again. DrLazar's story is corroborated by films of the testing, to which 
Dr Lazar was told that500 lbs ofelement 115 existed at the S4 there arenumerous witnesses. Spectrographic analysis reveals !fult 
division of Area 51 base! there was something yery unusual indeed in the air over Area 51. 

Since the conversion of matter to anti-matter is 100% effiden4 
as compared. with about4/5thsof I%ina fission orfusionreaction, In the meantime we can only speculate as to where tbe disc 
akilo of 115 has theexplosivepower of47::< 1O-megaton hydrogen ultimately originated and what the US government gave, and 
bombs, ie 470 million tons of TNT, TIlus only 10 grams of this to whom. . in exchange for this unearthly technology. 
element would be enough to destroy a large city! This military from ABC Radio National· 2815190 m 
potential alone could account for the security of the project. 
Element 115,inserted into the antimattergenerator,ademi-sphere 
the siZe of a basketball, produced anti-matter when bombarded by 
protons. This generated millions of volts ofelectricity as well as a 
gravity-wave which could distort space, stop time, and bend light. 
A .candle placed in this wave, Dr Lazar alleged, would bum 
indeflnitely. His astonishment turned to stupefaction when he 
was told that the gravity-wave thus generated was used to 
propel a flying disc across the universe. 

He was shown nine of the discs, of different shapes and sizes, 
lined up in a camouflaged hangar and witnessed the testing ofone 
of them, which rose silently from the ground on its field propulsion 
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